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1. ON LOCATION:
   Glowing fish? Alaskans say 'times have changed'
   WALES, Alaska — Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R) visited a string of Arctic villages for the first time last month. Residents told her their way of life is being changed by rising temperatures.

TOP STORIES

2. TRANSPORTATION:
   'People are still going to fly.' Are offsets the answer?

3. NOAA:
   Agency known for avoiding politics is consumed by it

EMISSIONS

4. ENERGY TRANSITIONS:
   Huge Western coal burner ponders shift to renewables

CLIMATE IMPACTS

5. HURRICANE DORIAN:
   Storm migrates north to Canada, toppling trees and a crane

6. ADAPTATION:
Global report warns nations to gird for climate impacts

INTERNATIONAL

7. AIR POLLUTION:
   Haze threat looms over Singapore as Indonesia fires rage

8. CARBON MARKETS:
   Brexit delay could worsen permit rout

9. FRANCE:
   1,500 died in summer heat wave, health minister says

SCIENCE

10. NATIONAL PARKS:
    Leaf peepers could peep for science with Acadia climate work
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Climatewire is written and produced by the staff of E&E News. It is designed to provide comprehensive, daily coverage of all aspects of climate change issues. From international agreements on carbon emissions to alternative energy technologies to state and federal GHG programs, Climatewire plugs readers into the information they need to stay abreast of this sprawling, complex issue.